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Know how

Efficiency

Quality

Tradition

Innovation

Founded in Moglia (Man-
tova) in 1946, Cesa-
re Roversi arredamenti 
is a company speciali-
zed in interior archi-
tecture and furnishin-
gs in the home, hotel 
and office sector. 

Identity
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The company is located in the 
industrial area of   the muni-
cipality of Moglia, well con-
nected to the neighboring 
cities via a fast-flowing 
provincial road.It has an 
area of 11300 square meters, 
of which 5000 are covered.

Mantova

Modena

Moglia
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Focus

Enhancement of the current entrance. The 
aim is to make access to the company 
overlooking a main road ,where cars run 
at high speed, more important and more
visible.

Actual entry

Logo



Focus

The factory and its entrance are not vi-
sible from the road and visitors and dri-
vers find it difficult to recognize the 
entrance coming from Modena.

Entry



Focus

The current situation, coming from Modena, is the following: at the beginning of 
the area we find a sign of another company and the entrance is totally hidden. 
Twenty meters later you can see an inscription in the bushes but the entrance is 
still hidden. 

The driver notices the entrance only when he is in front of itand in the next two 
slides it can be seen that he hasn’t enough space to stop safely and park.



Focus

In the same way, coming from Mantova, we can un-
derstand the problem of recognizing the entrance. 

Here is visible only a private driveway, without 
the presence of a sign indicating the company.

Entry



Focus

As introduced in the previous slide, at the beginning of the area we find only a 
private entrance, the main entrance is totally hidden by trees. 

There is a little difference coming from this direction, after the first 20 me-
ters it is possible to see the entrance building and there is a clearer sign so 
the driver understands that this is the company headquarters but not yet where 
is the main entrance. 

As in the previous direction from Modena, the visitor can see the entrance only 
after traveling about 40-45 meters and is in front of it.



Analysis

N

Analysis of flows through current pedestrian and vehicular 
accesses.In red the flow to the private driveway, in blue 
the path that a visitor takes when parking on the front.

Beyond the road there is an additional pedestrian path, a 
cycle path and a bus stop which in the future could gua-
rantee the company to be easily reached through sustainable 
mobility.
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Analysis of the ar-
chitectural and natu-
ral elements existing 
in the area.
There is a beautiful 
variety of trees in the 
area surrounded by lar-
ge green areas, we have 
analyzed them to under-
stand how to interve-
ne while safeguarding 
the existing species.

The solution by Mario 
Cucinella’s studio will 
also be built in the 
area and will be a future 
architectural element 
to pay attention to.

We can also see that
in the current situa-
tion,the parking expe-
rience is not safe for 
the visitors who have to 
park and walk close to 
the highway.
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Pedestrian
entrance

Private 
driveway 
entrance

In the current elevation it is possible to see the 
importance of nature and the relationship with the 
existing architecture. The trees with their heights 
frame the buildings, enhancing them, giving a very 
natural result.

We also wanted to analyze how the MCA project should 
be inserted in the context in anticipation of our in-
tervention and the relationships with it.
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Analysis

Pedestrian
entrance

In this analysis we have studied only the 
architectural elements in the aspects: for-
mal, chromatic and material.

FORMAL: 
the relationship between the more articula-
ted volume of showroom A and the pure volume 
of the entrance building and its relation-
ship with the organic volume of Cucinella’s 
intervention.

CHROMATIC:
is the analysis of the colors currently pre-
sent between architectures and their mea-
ning. For example, for showroom A, white 
highlights the structure, for the entrance 
building it indicates its volume and, even 
if not present in the diagram, there is also 
the fence that indicates the boundary betwe-
en public and private property.

MATERIAL:
in which we analyzed the different facade 
treatments. The glass in this case indica-
tes a void and has helped us to understand 
the void/ full ratio on the facades and the 
general relationship between the current 
structural materials present such as brick, 
concrete and white plaster.

  It is easy to see that Cucinella’s future 
intervention introduces a new form (Orga-
nic) and a new chromatism (probably brown) 
and does so through a new material not pre-
sent until now among the architectural ele-
ments: wood.

Pure Volume
White

Plaster

Organic form
Brown
Wood

Articulated 
Volume

White Structure
Brick-Concrete



Analysis
Analysis of the different layers that 
we see in the first 10 meters betwe-
en street and showroom A, in which we 
find: 

layer 1 given by the road, the fence 
and the bushes on the parking lot; 
layer 2 by the facade of the entrance 
building; layer 3 currently composed 
of showrooms A and B and the vegeta-
tion in which Cucinella’s interven-
tion will be built.

Analysis made to better understand 
which layers to intervene on, paying 
attention to the elements of the sub-
sequent layers.
  



ABOUT FACTORY: great craftsmen,high flexibility of the production pro-
cess, main material wood,high quality and tradition.

ABOUT VISIBILITY: there are prominent chromatic elements such as the 
white main volume or the red logo.

ABOUT AREA: Wonderful green area with good presence of vegetation and 
well-spaced pedestrian / cars entrances.

ABOUT ELEVATION: main entrance building perfectly symmetrical to the 
front. Tall trees that frame the architecture. 
Beautiful display windows of the showrooms.

Deductions
Pros



ABOUT FACTORY: with this beautiful and interesting initiative we 
should keep in mind the real possibility that the number of  
customers and workers of the company will increase in the future.

ABOUT VISIBILITY: high-speed road and presence of bushes obstruct vi-
sibility so the main entrance is not visible and recognizable by visi-
tors.

ABOUT AREA:the parking experience is not safe for the visitors who 
have to park and walk close to the highway, there is a rigid boundary 
between private and public property,presence of a MCa intervention to 
pay attention to.

ABOUT ELEVATION: Different entrance axes, which, together with the po-
sition of writings, logos and flower boxes, create a  bit of confu-
sion. Too many different elements with the same white color (structu-
re, volumes, fence). Poor visibility / accessibility to showroom 
windows.

Deductions
Cons



Strategy
Our strategy is to make more changes 
in the most important layers. 

Starting from layer 1 it is neces-
sary to redesign a new fence that is 
perceived less as a limit, facili-
tates parking and has a more natural 
aspect; 
moreover in this layer being the 
closest to the road, it is easier 
to insert new signs that attract 
directly the attention of the cars.

Layer 2 :is of fundamental impor-
tance to create a design that makes 
the entrance more important and re-
cognizable and that shows the phi-
losophy and quality of the company.

Layer 3 has the function, throu-
gh the introduction of few new 
low-height trees and saving the bu-
shes on the current fence, to filter 
the buildings of showrooms A and B 
allowing the entrance building to 
emerge between the architecture and 
nature with more importance.

Obviously, evaluating each in-
tervention also in relation to the 
future MCa intervention located in 
layer 4.



Design

EXISTING FACADEEXISTING FACADE  

The building facade is articulated by equally sized bays at the lower level and series of windows on the upper level.

Process: Facade



Design

SKINSKIN  

A new surface as an addition to the building facade

Process: Facade



Design

PULLPULL  

A “3 dimensional” gesture adding depth to an otherwise flat facade to establish better presence.

Process: Facade



Design

LIFTLIFT  

 Raising the skin to create an entrance and create a dynamic line that evokes a sense of movement 
as you drive by it.

Process: Facade



Design
Process: Facade

PERMEABLEPERMEABLE  

The skin is split into a series of evenly spaced vertical wooden elements to 
give air, light and views for the windows of the facade.



Design
Process: Facade

ACCENTUATEACCENTUATE
The vertical wooden slats begin to squeeze closer towards the entry canopy to further increase 

the dynamism of the facade and accentuate the entrance bay.



Design
Process Fence

TRIMTRIM FENCE

The existing fence line is trimmed to line up with the entrance.



Design
Process Fence

PUSHPUSH 

 Both sides of the fence lines have a recessed portion forming parking for the visitors coming from any direction.



Design
Process Fence

ENHANCED PRESENCE, PROUD IDENTITYENHANCED PRESENCE, PROUD IDENTITY
 The new shape and height of the fence as well as the distance between the elements allows 

total visibility for both situations whether you are walking or driving



Material
transition

Material
transition

Design
Process Fence

TRANSITIONSTRANSITIONS

 The idea is to make the transition from natural wood to the finished product percei-
ve through the material transition of the new fence and the result will be more natural 

and people can enjoy this experience without feel fence like a limit.



Design
Process Fence



Design
Process Fence
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Design
Final Result
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Design
Final Result

NORTH ELEVATION NORTH ELEVATION 
Current StatusCurrent Status







Timber elements 0.1X0.1 m section

Steel C-channel/welded angles anchored to Beam. 

Adjustable length support

Timber posts 0.1X0.1 m

Plate anchored to beam



Universal hinge fixation system for all 
the elements regardless of the inclina-
tion angle for cost effeciency and ease 
of manufacturing.

All the wooden elemets have the same 
hole in the same position for a stream-
lined manufacturing process.

The fixation system consists of 1 
C-Channel and 2 angles welded onto 
it. The angles have 2 holes each for an-
chor bolts.

Bottom fixation system comprises the 
same 2 angles as the top system, along 
with two plates with slotted holes for 
adjustability.

Inclined timber elements use an adju-
stable support to accomodate different 
inclination angles.

The only thing that varies from one ele-
ment to another is length.



SHELTERSHELTER
In addition to the aesthetic aspect of the 
gesture at the entrance, the timber elements 
gradually pull up and change from wall to 
ceiling doubling as a roof that paints the 

facade with shadows.



FILTERFILTER
THIS SECOND TIMBER SKIN ALSO FUNCTIONS AS A 
FILTER THAT SHELTERS THE OPENING FROM THE 
SUN IN A WAY THAT ALLOWS FOR SUNLIGHT TO SEEP 

THROUGH AND ADD DEPTH TO THE FACADE.





BEHIND THE SCENES



BEHIND THE SCENES
the process

























































THANK YOU.






